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CAREER WITH A HEART 
Administrative Roles in TTSH



Contributing to a Synergistic Whole

Our Healthcare Administrators play a vital role in the development and

management of our hospital systems. They work closely with our

healthcare professionals to plan, manage and optimise the clinical and

operational workflows within the hospital. They also craft strategies that

gear towards improvement in healthcare processes as a synergistic

whole.

Multi-disciplinary Interactions

With opportunities to interact with fellow colleagues across a wide

range of disciplines and specialisations, our administrators can look

forward to gaining insights into the process that go on behind-the-

scenes to ensure smooth hospital operations.



Hospital Operations (Patient / Support Ops)

Get involved in projects that enhance our patients’ experiences

and experience healthcare from behind the scenes. Our team

plays an integral role in collaborating with healthcare

professionals to design the optimal delivery of clinical services

to our patients and ensuring that the daily hospital operations

run smoothly.

Examples of some departments include Clinic Operations,

Emergency Planning and Hospitality and Environmental

Services.



Central Health

One of the Hospital’s mission is to integrate and provide better

care beyond hospital walls for the population living in the

Central Zone. As such, we hope to build an Integrated Care

Network by partnering our community partners to provide

joined-up care, with health and social care services and

professionals working seamlessly together. This would ensure

that our population are activated and supported to live well

and age well in their homes and communities.

Examples of some departments include: Activation,

Community Health and Planning & Development.



Transformation 

Transformation catalyses system-level care and process

redesign and innovation in TTSH and Central

Health. Imperative is to achieve organisational excellence and

organisational health. The professional expertise comprises of

organisational practitioners, lean practitioners, designers,

talent developers, and works closely with one another to

deliver Better People, Better Care and Better Community.

Examples of some departments include: Kaizen Office,

Organisational Development and Management Development

Office.



Corporate

Our corporate team is key to ensuring that the Hospital

is able to function like any other business entity. The

corporate departments help to drive productivity and

ensure efficiency within the organisation.

Examples of some departments are Human Resource,

Finance and Corporate Communications.



Senior Executive Assistant / Executive Assistant / 
Administrative Assistant 

Senior Executive / Executive

Manager / Assistant Manager

Assistant Director / Senior Manager

Deputy Director

Director
Career Progression

Here at TTSH, we believe in

developing our people.

There are several opportunities for

you to develop to your fullest

potential


